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Abstract

Objective: The long QT syndrome (LQTS) is characterized by prolonged repolarization and propensity to syncope and sudden death
due to polymorphic ventricular tachycardias such as torsade de pointes (TdP). The exact mechanism of TdP is unclear, but pause-induced
early afterdepolarizations (EADs) have been implicated in its initiation. In this study we investigate the mechanism of pause-induced
EADs following pacing at clinically relevant rates and characterize the sensitivity of different cell types (epicardial, midmyocardial, and
endocardial) to EAD development. Methods: Simulations were conducted using the Luo–Rudy (LRd) model of the mammalian
ventricular action potential (AP). Three cell types – epicardial, midmyocardial (M), and endocardial – are represented by altering the
channel density of the slow delayed rectifier current, I . LQTS is modelled by enhanced late sodium current (LQT3), or reduced densityKs

of functional channels that conduct I (LQT2) and I (LQT1). The cell is paced 40 times at a constant Basic Cycle Length (BCL) ofKr Ks

500 ms. Following a 1500 ms pause, an additional single stimulus is applied. Results: Our results demonstrate that pause-induced EADs
develop preferentially in M cells under conditions of prolonged repolarization. These EADs develop at plateau potentials (‘plateau
EADs’). Mechanistic investigation shows that prolongation of the plateau phase of the post-pause AP due to a smaller delayed rectifier
potassium current, I , and enhancement of the sodium-calcium exchange current, I , allows for the reactivation of the L-type calciumKs NaCa

current, I , which depolarizes the membrane to generate the EAD. Conclusions: APD is a very important determinant ofCa(L)

arrhythmogenesis and its prolongation, either due to acquired or congenital LQTS, can result in the appearance of EADs. The formation
of pause-induced EADs preferentially in M cells suggests a possible role for these cells in the generation of arrhythmias that are
associated with abnormalities of repolarization (e.g., TdP). The ionic mechanism of pause-induced EADs involves reactivation of the
L-type calcium current during the prolonged plateau of the post-pause AP.  1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction some 11, HERG (LQT2) on chromosome 7, SCN5A
(LQT3) on chromosome 3, and MinK (LQT5) on chromo-

The long QT syndrome (LQTS) is a cardiac disorder some 21. These genes encode ion-channels that play a
characterized by marked prolongation of the QT interval. It major role during depolarization and repolarization of the
often manifests clinically as syncope, seizures, or sudden action potential (AP). SCN5A encodes the cardiac sodium
death from ventricular tachyarrhythmias, specifically tor- channel. Its mutation in LQT3 leads to impaired inactiva-
sade de pointes (TdP). To date four LQT genes have been tion of sodium channels and, as a result, to a persistent
identified and cloned [1–3]: KvLQT1 (LQT1) on chromo- component of the depolarizing I current. An exception toNa

this is a recently characterized mutation [4] that results in
defective a–b interaction. This point mutation causes a1*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-216-368-4051; fax: 11-216-368-

4969.
E-mail address: yxr@po.cwru.edu (Y. Rudy) Time for primary review 21 days.
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shift in the voltage dependence of I steady-state inactiva- tion block and reentry, which has been proposed to play aNa

tion without the development of a persistent current. role in the maintenance of TdP.
HERG encodes the fast cardiac delayed rectifier potassium As stated above, the development of arrhythmias in
channel. Its mutation in LQT2 acts through a dominant- LQTS is often associated with a pause [22–25]. In this
negative mechanism to cause loss of function of channels study we investigate the effect of a pause after a period of
that conduct I current. KvLQT1 is also a cardiac pacing on the electrical response of isolated ventricularKr

potassium channel that interacts with MinK to form a slow myocytes in the context of LQTS and the heterogeneity of
cardiac delayed rectifier potassium channel. Mutations in cell types in the myocardium. To accomplish this goal, we
KvLQT1 and MinK also act through a dominant negative use a comprehensive mathematical model of the mam-
mechanism, causing a loss of I function. It follows that malian ventricular cell (the LRd model) [26,27]. It wasKs

prolongation of repolarization and of the action potential demonstrated [28] that the cellular heterogeneity described
duration (APD) are common to the diverse genetic defects, earlier, is associated with heterogeneity in the relative
either due to loss of function of a repolarizing current (as density of the two components of the delayed rectifier
in LQT1, LQT2, and LQT5) or due to a gain of function of potassium current, I (slow) and I (rapid). In particular,Ks Kr

a depolarizing current (as in LQT3). Abnormal cardiac M cells are characterized by a significantly lower IKs

repolarization and resulting susceptibility to arrhythmia density than other cell types. Based on these results we
can also be acquired. Agents with class III antiarrhythmic have previously shown [29,30] that decreased I densityKs

action (e.g., sotalol, dofetilide) can cause QT prolongation results in properties that are characteristic of the
and TdP. Use of such class III agents results in a reduced midmyocardial M cells. These include prolonged APD,
repolarizing current and therefore, mimics the loss of greater dependence of APD on rate (adaptation), and
function associated with HERG, KvLQT1, and MinK greater sensitivity to interventions that reduce repolarizing
mutations. currents (e.g., agents with class III actions) or enhance

The exact electrophysiological mechanism of TdP aris- depolarizing currents. Incorporating these ion channel
ing as a result of LQTS is still unclear, but both reentry heterogeneities and the phenotypic changes in the ionic
due to dispersion of repolarization [5–9] and triggered currents associated with the different types of LQTS, we
activity associated with delayed repolarization (early after- characterize the cellular response following a pause and
depolarizations) [10–14] have been proposed to be respon- investigate the ionic mechanism of EADs that develop
sible for the induction and maintenance of the polymorphic under such circumstances.
arrhythmia. Early afterdepolarizations (EADs) are secon-
dary depolarizations occurring during the course of the AP.
Their appearance depends strongly on the action potential 2. Methods
duration (APD). Prolonged repolarization, either acquired
(e.g., in response to agents with class III antiarrhythmic 2.1. Cell model
action) or congenital (e.g., in the different types of LQTS)
can result in the appearance of EADs which are associated The theoretical dynamic model of a mammalian ven-
with triggered activity and arrhythmias. tricular action potential, the LRd model [26,27], provides

An extensive body of experimental data [15–17] has the basis for the simulations in this study. The model is
documented heterogeneity of repolarization characteristics based mostly on guinea pig experimental data; it includes
in normal ventricular myocytes isolated from different membrane ionic channel currents that are formulated
intramural regions. Importantly, a unique subpopulation of mathematically using the Hodgkin–Huxley approach, as
cells (mid-myocardial M cells) has been described in well as ionic pumps and exchangers. The model also
guinea-pig [17], canine [16], and human [15]. These cells accounts for processes that regulate intracellular concen-

1 1 21display a longer APD, steeper dependence of APD on rate, tration changes of Na , K and Ca . Intracellular
21and a higher susceptibility to the development of ar- processes represented in the model include Ca uptake

21rhythmogenic EADs than other cell types in the ventricular and Ca release by the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) as
21wall. These properties suggest that the M cells might play well as Ca buffering by calmodulin and troponin (in the

an important role in the development of arrhythmias (e.g., myoplasm) and calsequestrin (in the SR). The model also
TdP) that are associated with abnormalities of repolariza- accounts [31] for the two components of the delayed
tion (for review see [18]). Studies [19] conducted in rectifier potassium current, I and I .Kr Ks

isolated canine ventricular M cell preparations show that We recently showed [29,30] that reduced density of IKs

acceleration from an initially slow rate can induce transient can result in electrical and pharmacological properties that
EADs and triggered activity via a mechanism linked to are very similar to those of M cells. This behavior is
intracellular calcium loading. Other studies [20,21] have consistent with previously published results by Liu et al.
demonstrated nonuniform repolarization gradients on the [28] which demonstrated a lower I density in M cellsKs

epicardial surface, which under certain conditions (e.g., compared to other cell types with a uniform distribution of
LQTS) can result in the development of functional conduc- I . Therefore, the three different cell types (epicardial, M,Kr
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and endocardial) found across the ventricular wall are classified as ‘acquired LQT1 or LQT2’. Therefore, we
formulated by altering I density while keeping I refer to APD prolongation by I block as ‘acquiredKs Kr Ks

constant. Heterogeneity of I density is introduced by LQT1’ and by I block as ‘acquired LQT2’.Ks Kr
¯altering its maximum conductance, GKs. The reader is Mutations in the cardiac sodium channel gene (SCN5A)

referred to references [26,27,31] for a detailed description result in the third form of congenital long QT syndrome
of the cell model and a list of equations governing the (LQT3). Mutations in this gene result in a consistent
model behavior. A schematic diagram of the LRd model is phenotype: an initial rapid decay of I (as in wild-typeNa

shown in Fig. 1; model components are defined in the I ) which, unlike the wild type, is followed by a smallNa

figure legend. persistent inward current due to incomplete inactivation of
sodium channels. In the LRd model, which is based on the

2.2. Simulation of acquired and congenital LQTS Hodgkin–Huxley scheme, the inactivation of I is con-Na

trolled by two gates, h (fast) and j (slow). To simulate
Congenital LQT1 and LQT2 result from mutations in LQT3, we alter the steady-state inactivation of h and j so

the genes encoding I or I , respectively. Evidence that they do not completely inactivate. This results in aKs Kr

suggests that the electrophysiologic consequence of these persistent late current which is 0.1% of peak I during aNa

mutations is a reduction in the density of functional voltage clamp protocol. The overall behavior of the current
channels. Acquired LQT results from drugs that prolong is in good agreement with whole cell recordings of mutant
APD due to their action on multiple channels with varying I [32,33]. A recent study by An et al. [4] identified aNa

degree of specificity. In our studies we reduce the maxi- novel LQT3 mutation that involves defective a–b inter-1

mum conductance of I or I (representing reduced actions. This mutation affected I through a negative shiftKr Ks Na

channel density) to mimick acquired /congenital LQT. The and change in slope of the steady-state inactivation curve.
use of a theoretical model enables us to study the effect of Inactivation V shifted by 216 mV while the slope1 / 2

an ‘ideal drug’ that blocks I or I with 100% specificity. changed from 7.8 to 4.9. To investigate the effects of theseKr Ks

Due to this ideal specificity, such interventions can be changes on the action potential, simulations were con-

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the Luo–Rudy (LRd) mammalian ventricular cell model. I , fast sodium current; I , calcium current through the L-typeNa Ca(L)

calcium channel; I , calcium current through the T-type calcium channel; I , fast component of the delayed rectifier potassium current; I , slowCa(T) Kr Ks

component of the delayed rectifier potassium current; I , inward rectifier potassium current; I , plateau potassium current; I , ATP sensitiveK1 Kp K(ATP)

potassium current; I , sodium–potassium pump; I , sodium calcium exchange current; I , calcium pump in the sarcolemma; I , sodiumNaK NaCa p(Ca) Nab

background current; I , calcium background current; I , nonspecific calcium activated current (activated only under conditions of calcium overload);Cab ns(Ca)

I , calcium uptake from the myoplasm to network sarcoplasmic reticulum (NSR); I , calcium release from the junctional sarcoplasmic reticulum (JSR);up rel
21I , calcium leakage from NSR to myoplasm; I , calcium translocation from NSR to JSR; Calmodulin and Troponin, myoplasmic Ca buffers;leak tr

21Calsequestrin, SR Ca buffer. I , I , and I are highlighted to indicate their participation in LQT1, LQT2, and LQT3, respectively.Ks Kr Na
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ducted where the slope and V of inactivation were1 / 2

similarly modified.

2.3. Simulation protocols

In the simulations, we have used a discretization time
step of 1 ms during most of the AP. However, during the
first 20 ms from the start of the pacing stimulus, a time
step of 2 ms was used. The difference in computed APD
between this adaptive protocol and a fixed time step of 2
ms is negligible, but the saving in computing time is over
30 fold per simulation. The basic protocol involved
stimulation of the cell 40 times at a constant cycle length
(CL) of 500 ms. After 40 stimuli, an additional stimulus
(S2) was applied following a pause of 1500 ms. In order to
obtain mechanistic insights, ionic currents and concen-
trations were computed during the course of the action
potential. The strength and duration of the stimulus were
80 mA/mF and 0.5 ms, respectively. APD was measured
as the interval between the time of stimulus and 90%
repolarization (APD ).90

3. Results

Fig. 2. Late (persistent) I current in LQT3. The figure shows whole cell3.1. Late I (LQT3), reduced I (LQT1), or reduced NaNa Ks
I during voltage clamp simulated by the LRd model. Basic protocolNaI (LQT2) prolong APDKr
involves the application of test pulses from a holding potential of 2120
mV to different voltages (250 to 0 mV) for 200 ms. Panel A was obtained

As described earlier, mutations in the SCN5A gene under control conditions (‘wild type’, WT). Panel B was obtained during
result in a persistent late sodium current due to incomplete incomplete inactivation of I (‘mutant’). Note that peak I is off scaleNa Na

at the magnification used to show the persistent component. Insets ininactivation of the channel. Fig. 2 shows whole cell INa
panels A and B show full scale I . Panel C shows I on a furtherNa Nacurrents for different (voltage clamp) test potentials com-
amplified scale for a single test potential from 2120 mV to 230 mVputed from the ‘wild-type’ (WT) model (panel A) or from
during control (dotted line) and with incomplete inactivation (bold line).

the ‘mutant’ I model that is characterized by incompleteNa The late I current is clearly observed in this panel.Na

inactivation (panel B). The membrane is initially held at
2120 mV and stepped to different voltages (250 to 0 mV)
for 200 ms. Note that peak currents are off scale at the
amplification used to illustrate the late currents (the insets ‘mutant’ I . It is also observed that the late I increasesNa Na

in panels A and B show the full scale I ). Panel C shows with time. This is merely a consequence of an increase inNa

control (WT) I (thin line) and ‘mutant’ I with incom- the driving force for I with repolarization of the mem-Na Na Na

plete inactivation (bold line) for a single test pulse from brane.
2120 mV to 230 mV (note that the current scale is Reduced density of functional channels that conduct IKs

different from that in panels A and B). It is observed that or I , to simulate LQT1 or LQT2, also plays a major roleKr

incomplete inactivation of the h and j gates results in a late in determining APD. Studies of APD changes caused by
component of I similar to that recorded experimentally reduced I or I conductance (representing reducedNa Ks Kr

from mutant channels [32–34], without affecting the initial channel density) have been previously conducted in our
rapid decay of the current from 2500 mA/mF to 210 laboratory (see Fig. 4 reference [31]). The results show
mA/mF (compare inset in panel B with inset in panel A). that APD is significantly prolonged under such circum-
The persistent late I current at 230 mV was calculated to stances.Na

be 0.1% of the peak current (which is within the observed
values). Fig. 3 shows computed APs for control I (thin 3.2. Effect of a pause after a period of pacingNa

line) and for ‘mutant’ I with incomplete inactivationNa

(bold line) in an M cell. It is observed that the late Acquired or congenital long QT syndrome is character-
component of ‘mutant’ I has a significant effect on APD ized by an abnormal QT prolongation and a propensity toNa

despite its very small magnitude. At a BCL51500 ms, develop into polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (torsade
APD increased by 24% due to the late component of de pointes), and sudden death. Bradycardia or a post-
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Fig. 3. Late I in relation to the AP. Panel A shows a ‘wild type’ APNa

(thin line) and a ‘mutant’ AP (bold line) from an M cell. Panel B shows
the corresponding I during the AP. In the WT, I completelyNa Na

inactivates and returns to zero. In contrast, in LQT3, a late non-inactivat-
ing component of the current persists which acts to prolong the AP.

Fig. 4. Effect of pause on the development of EADs. Action potentials
from epicardial and midmyocardial cells are overlayed for comparison.
The figure shows the last three APs from a train of 40 APs followed by a

ectopic pause aggravate the development of arrhythmias, brief pause and a post-pause AP. Under control conditions, at a BCL5
probably by creating conditions that favor the development 500 ms, a pause of 1500 ms results in slight APD prolongation (panel A).

Under conditions of reduced I (LQT1, panel B), reduced I (LQT2,of EADs. In order to investigate the effect of a pause on Ks Kr

panel C) and enhanced late I (LQT3, panel D), a pause results in theNaEAD generation, each cell type (epicardial, M cell, and
development of multiple EADs in the M cell.endocardial) was stimulated 40 times at a constant BCL of

500 ms. An additional stimulus (S2) was applied following
a 1500 ms pause after the 40th stimulus (S1). Fig. 4 shows to stabilize at plateau levels following the EAD; it repolar-
the last 3 APs preceding the pause and the post-pause AP. izes back to rest outside the scale shown in the figure.
Panel A was obtained under control conditions, panel B Shorter pause-durations (,1493 ms) failed to produce
was obtained under conditions of 70% reduction of I (to EADs even in the M cells under similar conditions ofKs

simulate acquired /congenital LQT1), panel C was ob- prolonged APD due to LQTS. When EADs failed to
tained under conditions of 40% reduction of I (to develop, the maximum APD prolongation that could beKr

simulate acquired /congenital LQT2), and panel D was achieved was 54% (an APD change from 214 ms to 330
obtained during enhanced late I (to simulate LQT3). I ms).Na Ks

and I were reduced by 70% and 40% respectively,Kr

because these were the minimum levels of reduction that 3.3. Effect of a pause on intracellular calcium
resulted in pause-induced EADs. The APs from epicardial concentrations
and M cell are overlaid to facilitate comparison. Data from
endocardial cell is not shown as its behavior is similar to It is well established that pacing results in the accumula-

21epicardial cell. It is observed from panel A that under tion of intracellular calcium, ([Ca ] ), and the loading ofi
21control conditions, the pause causes slight APD prolonga- Ca into the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) [35]. We

21tion of epicardial and M cells, but does not result in the computed the Ca concentrations in the junctional SR
21development of EADs. However, reduction of either I or ([Ca] ) and the myoplasm ([Ca ] ) in an M cell. Fig. 5Kr JSR i

I or enhancement of the late I result in the appearance panel A shows the last 5 APs from a train of 40 APsKs Na

of post-pause EADs with takeoff potential at 225 mV in followed by a pause of 1500 ms and a post-pause AP
the M cells. Under the same conditions the epicardial (thin which develops plateau EADs in the case of LQT2
line) or endocardial (data not shown) cells do not develop (reduced I ). The APs are shown with the computedKr

21EADs. Note that in panel B the membrane potential seems [Ca] (panel B) and [Ca ] (panel C). During pacing,JSR i
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Table 1
21 21Relation between pause-duration, [Ca ] (free Ca in the junctionalJSR

21SR), peak [Ca ] (myoplasmic free calcium transient), and EADi

occurence. It can be seen that for small durations EADs do not develop.
21 21Increase of the pause duration elevates [Ca ] , peak [Ca ] , and theJSR i

liklihood of EAD occurence during the post-pause AP
21 21Pause-duration [Ca ] [Ca ] Number ofJSR i

(ms) (mM) (mM) EADs

600.0 2.0795 1.395 0
800.0 2.4377 1.610 0

1000.0 2.6200 1.716 0
1400.0 2.7290 1.769 0
1493.0 2.7337 1.768 1
1497.0 2.7338 1.768 2
1500.0 2.7338 1.768 3
1600.0 2.7338 1.764 7

after a period of rapid pacing on intracellular calcium
concentration. To investigate the ionic mechanism respon-
sible for the generation of the post-pause EAD, we
examined selected transmembrane currents that are affect-
ed by intracellular calcium (since the major effect of the
pause is to increase the intracellular calcium transient)
during conditions of I reduction as exists during congeni-KrFig. 5. Effect of pacing on intracellular calcium concentrations. Panel A:
tal or acquired LQT2. The transmembrane currents includeThe last five APs from the train of 40 APs followed by a pause and a

post-pause AP developing an EAD. Panel B: Uniform oscillation of the sodium calcium exchanger (I ), L-type calciumNaCa
21calcium is observed in the JSR prior to the pause. During the pause there current (I ) that is inactivated by [Ca ] , and the slowCa(L) i

is greater build up of calcium in the JSR. Panel C: A build up of calcium component of the delayed rectifier potassium current, I ,Ksin the JSR during the pause (panel B) results in a large calcium transient 21whose conductance is enhanced by [Ca ] . Based oniduring the post pause AP.
21results from Nitta et al. [35], the influence of [Ca ] oni

¯the maximal conductance of I (GKs) saturates forKs
21calcium is loaded from the myoplasm into the network SR [Ca ] concentrations greater than 1 mM. In our simula-i

(NSR, loading compartment) through ATP-dependent up- tions the peak calcium transient varies between 1 mM
take processes. The presence of a pause enables transloca- (pre-pause) and 2 mM (post-pause) (Fig. 5 panel C);

¯tion of a large amount of calcium into the junctional SR therefore, GKs is affected only minimally by the pause.
(JSR, release compartment) as observed in panel B. Due to
a build up of [Ca] during the pause, a post pauseJSR

3.4.1. I reactivation during the long post-pausestimulus elicits a large calcium release from the JSR Ca( L)

plateau generates the EAD(compared to pre-pause release) resulting in a large cal-
The inactivation of L-type calcium current involvescium transient (panel C). Note that this transient is almost

voltage dependent and calcium dependent processes. In thetwice the pre-pause calcium transients. The faster the prior
LRd model they are represented by two inactivation gates,pacing history, the greater the calcium transient during the
f and f , which are voltage and calcium dependent,post-pause AP. Ca

respectively. The product of these two gates, f * f , is anAs indicated earlier, the duration of pause plays an Ca

important parameter that indicates the recovery fromimportant role in the development of EADs. Table 1
21 inactivation of I and the availability of calciumdescribes the relation between pause-duration, [Ca ] , Ca(L)JSR

21 channels for subsequent reactivation. Fig. 6, panel Apeak [Ca ] , and EAD occurrence. It is observed that fori

shows the last pre-pause AP (thin line) and the post-pausepause durations shorter than 1493 ms, EADs do not
21develop. With greater durations single or multiple EADs AP (bold line) with corresponding [Ca ] (panel B), Ii Ca(L)

develop during the post-pause AP. It can also be seen that inactivation, f * f (panel C), and I (panel D). TheCa Ca(L)
21 21[Ca ] and peak [Ca ] increase with longer pause- pre- and post-pause data are overlaid to facilitate com-JSR i

durations until they reach a constant value. parison. The large calcium release during the post-pause
AP rapidly inactivates f . This rapid inactivation, ob-Ca

3.4. Ionic mechanism of pause-induced EADs served during the initial phase of f * f kinetic changesCa

(arrow in panel C), results in a smaller I during the APCa(L)

The previous section described the effect of a pause plateau (panel D, black arrow). A smaller contribution
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EADs. When I reactivation was prevented in theCa(L)

simulation, EADs did not develop.

3.4.2. I deactivation acts to prolong the post-pauseKs

AP, allowing I to recoverCa( L)

It is well established that rapid pacing results in the
shortening of APD (adaptation) and prevents the appear-
ance of EADs. It has been shown [37,38] that abbreviation
of APD at rapid rates involves residual accumulation of IKs

activation (due to incomplete deactivation of I betweenKs

beats) resulting in a greater repolarizing current. In this
study, the M cell was stimulated 40 times at a BCL of 500
ms before the pause was applied. Presence of a pause
provides more time for the deactivation of I before theKs

post-pause stimulus is applied. Deactivation removes the
residual accumulation of I activation, forcing it toKs

activate from zero during the post-pause AP, thus resulting
in a smaller repolarizing current. This is observed in Fig. 7
panel B which shows that I is significantly smallerKs

during the post-pause (bold line) than the pre-pause AP

Fig. 6. Ionic mechanism of pause-induced EADs. The last pre-pause AP
and a post-pause AP developing plateau EADs are shown (panel A). Also

21shown are corresponding [Ca ] (panel B), I inactivation f*fi Ca(L) Ca

(panel C), and I (panel D). The arrows indicate the start of secondaryCa(L)

membrane depolarization (EAD). The larger calcium transient during
post-pause AP (panel B) results in a greater initial inactivation of ICa(L)

(steeper drop of f*f ). Panel C shows that prolongation of the plateauCa

phase of the post-pause AP provides time for a greater degree of recovery
from inactivation of I as reflected by a greater f*f value. The dottedCa(L) Ca

lines indicate the values of f*f at the EAD takeoff potential during theCa

pre- and post-pause AP. Greater recovery from inactivation at plateau
potential during the post-pause AP allows for reactivation of I (panelCa(L)

D) which generates the EADs.

from I (an inward depolarizing current) actually acts toCa(L)

shorten APD. However, as will be shown in the following
sections, this effect is more than compensated for by an
enhanced inward I and a smaller outward I duringNaCa Ks

the post-pause AP. The resulting balance is a smaller
outward repolarizing current during the plateau that acts to
prolong APD. Prolongation of the AP plateau provides
sufficient time for the recovery of the f and f gates fromCa

inactivation. At 225 mV (EAD takeoff potential), f * fCa Fig. 7. Role of I and I in pause-induced EADs. Panel A: Pre-pauseKs NaCa
recovers to a greater extent from inactivation during the (thin line) and post-pause APs (bold line) are overlayed to enable
post-pause AP than the pre-pause AP (panel C, compare comparison in relation to I (panel B) and I (panel C). It is observedKs NaCa

from panel B that I is greater during the pre-pause AP due to residualf * f values at 225 mV, indicated by the dotted lines). The KsCa
activation at the time of stimulus application. The larger post-pausegreater recovery from inactivation at a membrane potential
calcium transient (Fig. 5 and 6) results in I becoming less outwardNaCain the range of I activation allows for the reactivationCa(L) during the early part of the AP (panel C). In combination with a smaller

of I (panel D) which, being an inward current, results I it acts to prolong the plateau phase of the AP. The vertical dotted linesCa(L) Ks

indicate the values of I at the EAD takeoff potential (see text).in secondary membrane depolarization to generate the NaCa
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(thin line). A decrease in outward repolarization current significantly. As shown in Fig. 5, a pause following a
results in the prolongation of the plateau phase and favors period of pacing causes accumulation of calcium in the SR
the induction of plateau EADs (panel A). To verify the role which results in a large calcium transient upon a post-
of I in APD prolongation simulations were conducted pause stimulus. Fig. 7 panel C shows a pre-pause IKs NaCa

where complete deactivation of I was prevented by (thin line) and post-pause I (bold line) overlaid toKs NaCa

replacing its gate parameters just prior to the post-pause facilitate comparison. The increase in myoplasmic calcium
stimulus with their values just before the last AP before the (due to the large transient) causes I to become lessNaCa

pause. Fig. 8 panel A shows post-pause APs without outward during the initial part of the post-pause AP (as it
constraints on I (thin line) and with imposed residual I spends more time extruding calcium from the cell). This isKs Ks

activation (bold line). Imposing residual I activation at seen by a rapid drop in the outward component of IKs NaCa

the outset of the post-pause AP (bold line in Fig. 8 panel after the initial upstroke (compare bold and thin lines in
B) results in a current during the AP that is similar to the Fig. 7 panel C). The reduction of outward I along withNaCa

pre-pause AP current (compare to thin line in Fig. 7 panel a reduced I (Fig. 7 panel B) alters the time course andKs

B). Under such conditions of imposed residual I activa- kinetics of membrane currents during the post-pause AP.Ks

tion (also termed I accumulation), the plateau phase of This is reflected in a smaller net repolarizing currentKs

the post-pause AP is not prolonged and EADs do not during the plateau phase of the post-pause AP. At 225 mV
develop (Fig. 8 panel A, bold line). Note that the more (EAD takeoff potential), the total repolarizing current
complete post-pause I deactivation in the unconstrained (I 1I 1I ) during the post-pause AP is 1.1 mA/mF,Ks Kr Ks K1

case (thin line) slows the time course of repolarization while during pre-pause AP it is 1.5 mA/mF. However, the
starting from the early part of the AP (arrow in Fig. 8 panel inward current due to I at this potential is similar (0.25NaCa

A). I affects the early part of the pre-pause AP despite its mA/mF) during pre- and post- pause APs. Therefore,Ks

relatively slow kinetics because of residual activation that inward I during the post-pause AP is opposed by aNaCa

allows for instantaneous current to develop in response to smaller repolarizing current, implying that the current has
membrane depolarization. a greater effect in prolonging the AP. Another observation

that accentuates the role of I is that the time spent byNaCa

3.4.3. I also contributes to post-pause AP the current in the inward direction until the EAD takeoffNaCa

prolongation, allowing I to recover potential (225 mV) is significantly greater during theCa( L)

During the AP plateau, membrane potential is main- post-pause AP than the pre-pause AP (120 ms to 40 ms),
tained by a very delicate balance between inward (de- indicating a greater charge contribution to APD prolonga-
polarizing) and outward (repolarizing) currents. Therefore, tion.
small changes in inward /outward currents affect the APD To verify the role of I in EAD development weNaCa

conducted simulations where I was prevented fromNaCa

becoming inward. Fig. 8 panel C shows post-pause APs
before (thin line) and after such I clamp (bold line). ItNaCa

can be clearly seen that clamping I abolishes theNaCa

EADs, indicating a role for I in EAD development. ItNaCa

can also be seen from panel C that the effect of INaCa

clamp is to affect the repolarization (shortening of APD)
just prior to the EAD (arrow in panel C), unlike IKs

deactivation which acts to affect repolarization from the
early part of the AP (arrow in panel A). It should be
emphasized that I does not provide the charge respon-NaCa

sible for EAD development. It merely acts to prolong the
plateau phase of the AP thereby providing time for the
reactivation of I which then causes the EAD. This canCa(L)

be clearly seen from Fig. 7 panels A and C where it is
observed that during the EAD I reverses direction andNaCa

becomes an outward current.

Fig. 8. Effect of imposed residual I activation and I clamp onKs NaCa

pause-induced EADs. Panel A: Post-pause APs before (thin line) and after
(bold line) imposing residual I activation. Panel B: I before (thin line)Ks Ks

and after (bold line) imposing residual activation. Also compare bold line 4. Discussion
in panel B with thin line in Fig. 7B. Panel C: Post-pause APs before (thin
line) and after (bold line) I clamp. Panel D: I before (thin line)NaCa NaCa The study reported in this article examines the effect ofand after (bold line) it is clamped to zero prior to EAD formation. It is

a pause after a period of pacing in a mathematical modelseen that if I is not allowed to completely deactivate or I is notKs NaCa

allowed to become an inward current, EADs do not develop. of a mammalian ventricular myocyte, under conditions of
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prolonged repolarization (to simulate LQTS). Our results the main charge carrier for EAD depolarization during late
demonstrate that a pause can induce the development of phase 3 or phase 4 of the AP. The different types of LQTS
arrhythmogenic early afterdepolarizations. The study high- also act in a non-specific manner to prolong the action
lights the importance of the relative density of the delayed potential plateau during the conditional phase. With the
rectifier potassium currents, I and I in the development added pause-induced effects, prolongation of the post-Ks Kr

of pause-induced EADs. Cells with decreased I density pause AP due to LQT1, LQT2, or LQT3 is sufficient toKs

(e.g., midmyocardial M cells) are more prone to the cause I reactivation and EAD development. The flowCa(L)

development of pause-dependent EADs. The study also chart diagram (Fig. 9) summarizes the mechanism of
investigates the ionic mechanisms responsible for the pause-induced EADs. It is also likely that AP prolongation,
development of EADs in these myocytes under conditions I recovery and reactivation, and EAD developmentCa(L)

of imposed prolonged repolarization. may occur heterogeneously in the myocardium, thereby
enhancing dispersion of repolarization and the likelihood

4.1. Reactivation of L-type calcium current is of arrhythmias such as TdP.
responsible for pause induced EADs

4.2. LQTS and arrhythmogenesis
The slow component of the delayed rectifier potassium

current, I , has been suggested to play an important role Torsade de Pointes, first described by Dessertenne [40],Ks

in rate-dependent adaptation of cardiac myocytes. At rapid is one of the major consequences of long QT syndrome. It
heart rates, I accumulates due to incomplete deactivation, has been hypothesized that LQTS results in prolongationKs

resulting in abbreviation of APD. The presence of a pause of cardiac repolarization, which predisposes the myocar-
after a period of pacing provides time for complete dium to generation of EADs. When these EADs reach a
deactivation of I . The deactivation removes residual I sufficient amplitude, they cause triggered activity thatKs Ks

activation, resulting in a significantly smaller repolarizing could be the initiating mechanism of TdP. A common
current and a prolonged plateau of the post-pause AP. feature observed and reported in several studies is a
Another consequence of pacing is the accumulation of prominent pause preceding the onset of TdP (for review
intracellular calcium. Apart from being a very important see [22]). Jackman et al. [23] demonstrated enhanced
second messenger in various signal transduction pathways, arrhythmia inducibility by a pause which followed a period
intracellular calcium is known to play important roles in of rapid pacing. Investigators [41] have also observed a
modulating different membrane ionic currents that affect significant increase in heart rate immediately preceding the

21the transmembrane voltage. In particular, [Ca ] enhancesi

the slow component of the delayed rectifier, I , causesKs

inactivation of the L-type calcium current, I , andCa(L)

drives the sodium-calcium exchanger, I . Results fromNaCa

our simulations show a two fold increase in myoplasmic
calcium upon a pause. This increase in myoplasmic
calcium alters I (becomes less outward) and in combi-NaCa

nation with a smaller I , changes the delicate balance ofKs

currents that maintain the plateau. Our studies show that
interventions that affect these two currents (e.g., preventing
complete deactivation of I , clamping of post-pause I ,Ks NaCa

or preventing a large post-pause calcium release) prevent
the development of pause-induced EADs.

Prolongation of the post-pause AP plateau due to a
smaller I and an enhanced inward I , on the back-Ks NaCa

ground of the LQTS effects, provides time for the recovery
and reactivation of I which generates the depolarizingCa(L)

charge for EAD formation. When reactivation of I wasCa(L)

prevented by clamping its value, EADs did not develop. It
is important to distinguish that the primary depolarizing
current responsible for the EAD generation is I , whileCa(L)

I augmentation and I reduction merely act to prolongNaCa Ks

the post-pause plateau (‘conditional phase’) and set the
stage for I reactivation. I reactivation seems to beCa(L) Ca(L)

a universal mechanism of EAD depolarization from
plateau potentials (‘plateau EADs’). However, previous Fig. 9. Flowchart showing the sequence of events leading to the
studies [27,39] have shown an important role for I as development of pause-induced EADs.NaCa
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onset of arrhythmias. Leclercq et al. [24] observed promi- recent study [48] showed that elevation of serum potas-
nent pauses and acceleration of the ventricular rate prior to sium in patients with LQT2 resulted in reduction of the QT
fatal episodes of TdP and ventricular fibrillation in a large interval. It was suggested that this was due to the increase
number of patients. From these studies, it becomes evident in the conductance of I (which is proportional to theKr

1 1that sudden changes in cycle length favor the induction of square root of extracellular [K ] ). When [K ] waso o

arrhythmias. This change in cycle length has often been increased from 5.4 mM to 8.0 mM in our simulations of
referred to as the short-long-short (SLS) initiating se- LQT2 (data not shown), pause-induced EADs were
quence and appears to play an important role in the genesis abolished. Another important observation made in this
of TdP. Our studies clearly demonstrate the possibility for study is that the effects of a pause are less prominent with
development of plateau EADs after a period of pacing LQT1 than with the other types of LQT (note the high
followed by a pause, in agreement with experimental percentage of I reduction necessary to initiate pause-Ks

observations. We also show that development of such induced EADs in Fig. 4).
pause-induced EADs is dependent upon the levels of A recent study by An et al. [4] identified a novel LQT3

1intracellular calcium and the duration of the pause. Sudden mutation that affects Na channel activity through defec-
cycle length changes not only affect calcium dynamics, tive interactions between a and b subunits. Specifically,1

which in turn alters membrane ionic currents, but also has they observed a shift in the voltage dependence of the
a direct effect on the kinetics of different ionic currents, in steady state inactivation curve and a change in the slope
particular I deactivation and I recovery. The faster factor. They did not observe any persistent late I duringKs Ca(L) Na

the initial period of pacing, the greater the role of the whole cell measurements, in contrast to the presence of
Na/Ca exchanger due to calcium accumulation in EAD such current in other sodium channel mutations. We
development; the longer the pause the higher the likelihood conducted simulations where we altered the steady state
of EAD development due to direct changes of ion channel inactivation of I as described by An et al. [4]. It wasNa

kinetics. assumed in the simulations that all a subunits formed
The I reactivation mechanism of pause-induced heteromeric complexes with b subunits resulting in aCa(L) 1

EADs determined in this study is the same as that of defective a–b interaction, which would be the extreme1

plateau EADs generated by a variety of conditions and case. Results suggest that the defective interaction does not
interventions [39,42,43]. This suggests a universal mecha- affect APD significantly. It merely acts to reduce the
nism for EAD formation at plateau potentials. However, magnitude of peak I and to slow the time course of theNa

prolongation of the plateau that is necessary for I initial AP upstroke. Peak I and (dV /dt) were reducedCa(L) Na max

recovery and reactivation does not involve a specific by 20% while APD decreased by 2 ms. Hence, the link
mechanism. In this study we show that the pause deacti- between defective subunit interaction and prolonged repo-

21vates I and elevates [Ca ] to activate I causing larization during this form of LQT3 remains unclear.Ks i NaCa

further prolongation of the plateau of an action potential Our results show that pause-induced EADs develop
that is already prolonged by LQTS. In general, any preferentially in M cells. The high susceptibility of M cells
intervention that sufficiently tilts the balance of plateau to APD prolongation and EAD formation suggests that
currents in the inward direction can have a similar effect. they could become a source of triggered activity and focal
Therefore, a reduction in depolarizing currents (e.g., I , arrhythmias, while the APD dispersion introduced by theCa(L)

I , or late I ) or an enhancement of repolarizing longer APD of these cells could set the stage for theNaCa Na

currents (e.g., I , I or I ) could prevent EAD development of unidirectional block and reentry. BrugadaKr Ks K(ATP)

development. b-adrenergic agonists increase heart rate and and Wellens [49] proposed that EADs occurring at positive
enhance contraction. They also exert multiple effects on potentials (plateau EADs) could evoke responses from
cardiac cells, which include enhancement of calcium and neighboring fibers that have already repolarized complete-
potassium channel currents (I and I ), increased ly, a process they termed ‘prolonged repolarization depen-Ca(L) Ks

calcium uptake by the SR, and modulation of the sodium dent reexcitation’. The presence of cells, such as the M
current and the Na/K pump. We have previously shown cells, that have a greater susceptibility to the formation of
[39] that isoproterenol (a b-adrenergic agonist) can pro- pause-induced EADs than neighboring epicardial or endo-
mote the development of plateau EADs that are generated cardial cells could result in such a situation. Purkinje cells
by reactivation of I . In this regard, calcium channel are similar to M cells in that they are more susceptible thanCa(L)

blockers [44] and b-blockers [44,45] have been shown to other cell types to interventions that prolong APD. It is
reduce EAD formation and also suppress Torsade de possible that EADs generated in these cells also play an
Pointes during congenital LQTS. Shimizu et al. [46] important role in arrhythmias that involve prolonged
showed a reduction in dispersion of repolarization and repolarization and EAD formation (e.g., TdP).
prevention of TdP with late sodium channel block using
mexiletine. Potassium channel openers (such as nicorandil 4.3. Limitations of the study
[47] that enhances I ) have also been shown to beK(ATP)

very effective in the LQT1 form of congenital LQTS. A The simulation studies presented here were conducted in
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isolated cell models. While TdP occurs in the whole heart, currents during the action potential. It also helps to
characterization of the single cell behavior and its underly- understand complex, highly interactive phenomena and
ing ionic mechanism in isolation provides indispensable relate them to membrane ionic currents (at the ensemble
insight into the basis of its behavior in the multicellular current level) and to dynamic changes in the intracellular
tissue. Understanding the phenomenon at the single cell ionic environment, as illustrated in this study.
level is a prerequisite to its investigation at the multicellu- In view of the fast growing knowledge base in the field
lar tissue level, where complex interactions modulate the of ion channel structure–function, it is important and
cellular behavior. In the intact myocardium, cells are timely to develop state specific models of ion channels and
interconnected through gap-junctions and are exposed to to integrate them into the cellular environment to study the
loading conditions that could have major effects on APD cellular electrophysiologic manifestations of single channel
and the generation of EADs. properties. Such representation is especially important in

It is known that I decays more slowly than I in the simulation of state-specific phenomena including struc-Ks Kr

guinea-pig ventricular myocytes, but decays more rapidly ture–function modification due to mutation and the effects
than I in canine ventricular myocytes. Therefore, I of drugs that bind to the channel protein only in aKr Ks

accumulation might play a lesser role in determining the particular (e.g., open) state. Development of such models
rate-dependence of APD in the canine. The present study require extensive and thorough validation both in isolation
shows that APD prolongation following a pause results and as part of the integrated cell environment, and is
from both I augmentation and removal of I accumu- outside the scope of this study. Following an initial effortNaCa Ks

lation. It is possible that, in the canine, I plays a in our laboratory [51], we are currently in the process ofNaCa

dominant role in this process. This possibility is supported developing and validating state-specific models of ion
by a recent publication from Burashnikov et al. [19] that channels in the context of simulating the whole-cell
provides evidence for involvement of intracellular calcium behavior. The study reported here provides an important
loading and electrogenic Na/Ca exchange current in action mechanistic link between cellular behavior and macro-
potential prolongation in the canine. scopic (ensemble) membrane ionic currents in the LQT

It is well established that HERG and KvLQT1 in syndrome. The next obvious step (already in progress in
association with MinK form the two delayed rectifier our laboratory) is to relate these phenomena to single
potassium currents, I and I , that are most commonly channel properties in a state-specific manner.Kr Ks

found in ventricular myocytes. These channels are part of a
large family of potassium channels which also includes
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